InVeris Training Solutions has designed a comprehensive set of video courseware to prepare officers to respond effectively while adhering to departmental protocol. These immersive, real-world scenarios train law enforcement personnel to react decisively when the unexpected inevitably occurs.

**Armed School Intruder**
Your shift has just ended, and you are on your way home when a broadcast is aired that an armed suspect has entered a school close to your residence. You call for backup and enter the school. You must act quickly and decisively to prevent this active shooter from carrying out his deadly mission.

**School Dispute**
You are dropping your child off at school when you encounter a man armed with a handgun arguing with the principal. You must stop this person before he enters the school. This is an excellent exercise in the use of verbal skills and reactionary drills in the application of deadly force.

**Disturbed Veteran**
While leaving an appointment at the hospital, you hear a loud argument in progress. You investigate to find a Gulf War veteran threatening one of the doctors. This is a helpful scenario to teach officers how to deal with those suffering from PTSD.

**Disarmed Security Guard**
After shopping, you are returning to your car via the stairs in the parking garage. As you reach your level, you discover an officer that has been disarmed and is about to be shot by the assailant. You must act quickly and decisively to prevent the officer from being harmed. This scenario serves as a valuable reactionary drill.
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Parking Lot Reaction Drills
These quick reaction drills place your officers in a position where they must assess if there is an actual threat, and make split second decisions on what course of action—if any—should be taken. The scenario features seven different reaction drills ranging from strong arm robbery to assault with a deadly weapon. This training is a must for all off duty officers and those who are licensed to carry a firearm in the performance of their duties.

Store Robbery
While shopping for a gift you encounter a robbery in progress. You must take into consideration the safety of others if deadly force has to be used in this situation. Multiple situations can also arise based on your reaction or failure to engage the robber. This is a fast paced scenario that requires timing and the ability to control a deadly situation.

Home Alone
You are home alone and hear someone make a forced entry downstairs. After retrieving a handgun, you must make a decision when and if it is appropriate to use deadly force in the defense of yourself and your family.

Unwanted Visitor
You and your son are home alone when you receive an unwanted visitor. The “unwanted visitor” tries to forcibly take the child. You must use verbal commands and up to lethal force if necessary to prevent this person from harming the child. This is a very fast paced and escalating encounter that requires instantaneous decision making to end the situation quickly and safely.

Home Break In
You arrive home to find your front door has been forced open. If you decide to investigate and enter the home, you will find an unlikely pair of burglars. Looks may be deceiving in this case, and you must stay focused on the intruders and maintain control of the situation until help arrives.

Home Intrusion
You arrive home to find your front door has been forced open. If you decide to investigate and enter the home, you will find an aggressive and uncooperative thief. This encounter is fast paced and is an excellent reactionary exercise requiring prompt responses.

Dispute in a Restaurant
While sitting in a restaurant, a jealous husband goes into a rage when he discovers his wife is cheating on him. The husband produces a pistol and threatens to kill the boyfriend. You will be faced with the tough decision of when and how to intervene in this dispute in order to defuse this potentially deadly situation. You must also consider innocent bystanders are in the line of fire if deadly force is used.

Child Abduction
As you enter a parking lot, you observe a young girl being dragged to an awaiting vehicle. The abductor also hits a young boy, knocking him to the ground. You will have to act quickly on whether to call it in or confront the abductor. If confronted, the abductor pulls a pistol and uses the young girl as a shield. This training is a must for all off duty officers and those who are licensed to carry a firearm in the performance of their duties.

Bar Robbery
While patronizing your favorite pub, a man with a handgun stages an armed robbery. You will be faced with the tough decision of when and how to intervene to defuse this potentially deadly situation. You also must consider that innocent bystanders are in the line of fire if deadly force is to be used.

Hallway Drills
These quick holster reaction drills will force officers to assess if there is an actual threat, and decide on what level of force should be applied. There are a total of six different reaction drills ranging from suicide by cop to a homicide/suicide bomber, with a countdown clock measuring reaction time. This training is a must for all off duty officers and those who are licensed to carry a firearm in the performance of their duties.